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We show that there are recursive sets two-variable simple programs cannot recognize. Examples 
include the set of prime numbers and the set Lc of integers raised to the eth power for any fixed 
integer r > 2. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that programs using only the following constructs: {x+x+ 1, 
X+-.X I 1, if x =0 then goto I, goto 1, halt} compute all partial recursive functions [7]. In 
fact, Minsky showed that simple programs with three variables compute all partial 
recursive functions with one argument and, consequently, simple programs with three 
variables recognize all recursively enumerable sets. 
We ask whether the upper bound of three variables in the above results is tight. The 
answer is not quite apparent. On the one hand, it is clear that simple programs with 
one variable can compute (recognize) only trivial functions (sets). On the other hand, 
the class TVF (TV) of functions computed (languages recognized) by a two-variable 
simple program is surprisingly rich and complex. For example, it can be shown that 
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for every recursive function f(n) there is a recursive function g(n)ETVF such that 
g(.~)>.f(.~) infinitely often; and that for every recursive set S, the set S’= (2”: SES) is in 
TV. Hence, one cannot hope for a diagonalizing separation result by imposing 
a recursive bound on the time or space needed to compute a function in TVF or to 
recognize a set in TV on a Turing machine. 
It turns out that three variables are indeed necessary for simple programs to 
compute all partial recursive functions with one argument [l] (see also the appendix 
of [2]). In this note, we improve this result by showing that three variables are 
necessary for simple programs to compute all characteristic functions, i.e. to recognize 
all recursively enumerable sets with simple programs. Specifically, we develop a tech- 
nique to show that the set of prime numbers and the set of eth powers for any fixed 
integer e> 2 are not in TV. Our result does not follow from [l] and, in fact, reveals 
subtle differences between the capabilities of two-variable simple programs as func- 
tion computers and as language recognizers. 
We will present our results in terms of two-counter machines with no input tape 
[4]: the input, which is unary, appears instead in one counter at the beginning of 
computation. Since the basic operations for counter machines are increment- 
ing/decrementing a counter and checking whether a counter is zero, it is clear that 
these two-counter machines can simulate two-variable programs and, conversely. 
Consequently, all languages used in this note are expressed in unary notation. 
The rest of this note is organized into three sections. Section 2 develops a normal- 
form lemma to characterize the computations of two-counter machines. Section 3 uses 
this lemma to show examples of recursive sets not in TV, and Section 4 concludes this 
note with some remarks. 
2. A normal-form lemma 
We first establish a normal-form lemma along with some necessary tools for 
two-counter machines. 
Lemma 2.1 (Normal form). Let P he a two-counter machine. There exists an equivalent 
two-counter machine Q with the,ftillowing property. Suppose at some point during the 
computation qf Q on some input x, one counter c1 becomes zero. Then from that point on, 
the value of‘cl will not decrease and the value of c2 will not increase until c2 becomes 
zero. 
Proof. We modify P into P’ as follows: P’ simulates P faithfully until it detects that 
a counter c1 has become zero. P’ then maintains the content of c1 with a buffer of size 
s+ I in its finite control, where s is the number of states of P. P’ continues to simulate 
P until cz becomes zero or until the buffer has value s + 1. In the latter case, if q is the 
state of P at that moment, then P must have been in the same state before, when the 
buffer has some value strictly less than s + 1; since P is deterministic, it will repeat this 
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pattern of computation (which does not depend on the value of cl) until the other 
counter c2 becomes zero. So, P’ remembers the state q, sets the value of counter c1 to 
s+ 1, resets the buffer to 0, and continues the simulation. From then on, whenever 
P enters state q, P’ adds the value in the buffer to counter c1 and resets the buffer to 
zero. It is clear that P’ is equivalent to P and the value of c1 never decreases until 
c2 becomes zero. 
Now we modify P’ to Q as follows: Q simulates P’ faithfully until it detects that 
a counter c1 has become zero. Q then uses a buffer of size s’ + 1, where s’ is the number 
of states of P’, in its finite control to detect a looping pattern in the other counter c2 as 
described above. Here Q needs to store a sign to indicate whether the content of the 
buffer is to be added to or subtracted from c2. Q also remembers the exact value of c2 if 
it is less than 2s’+ 2 to check against overdecrementing c2 in the following simulation. 
Suppose at some point the buffer reaches -(s’ + 1) and c1 did not change from zero to 
some positive value in the process. Then P’ is involved in a looping pattern of 
computation, and using a similar construction as given above, Q can simulate P’ 
without increasing the value of c2 until c2 becomes zero. Similarly, if the buffer reaches 
+(s’+ 1) and c1 did not change from zero to some positive value in the process, then 
P’ will loop forever and, so, Q stops and rejects. On the other hand, if c1 did change 
into some positive value, then we cannot say that a looping pattern has occurred, 
because the computation might have been dependent on the value of c1 being zero. 
However, since c1 is guaranteed never to decrease from this point on, Q will be able to 
detect a looping pattern with another buffer of size s’ + 1. It is clear that Q is equivalent 
to P’ and, hence, to P, and Q has the property stated in the lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let Q be a two-counter machine in normal form with s states. Then 
a computation of Q on any input x consists of a series of phases. Each phase i starts in 
state q,? with a counter having value 0, and the other counter having value vF30; in 
particular, v,X=x and q: is the starting state. Furthermore, if vc>s then 
(i) vF+i =rncL(vi”-k,P)/dc] +tT, and 
(ii) ifv~=v,“+nd~,firanyn>Oandq~=q~, tkenvY+l=m~(L(v~-k~)/d~J+n)+t~= 
v~+,+nm~andq~+,=q~+l, 
where m:, d:, k:, t: <s. 
Proof. Follows from the construction in Lemma 2.1. Suppose phase i+ 1 starts with 
c1 =0 and c2 = v;>s. Then hi” is the change in c1 from the start of the phase until the 
first loop occurs (there is at least one loop since vc>s), rn; and d; are the changes in 
c1 and c2 during each loop, respectively, and tf is the change in c, during the last 
(partial) loop. 
The second part follows from the fact that adding more loops of length dc to the 
original value in counter c2 does not affect the values of m;, dr, t;, and qf+ I. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose I$> s for 06 j<i. Zf y=x + n nfzO d,? for any n 20, then 
v;+ 1 = vf+ 1 +nJJj=OmT, and q~+l=q~+l. 
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Proof. We prove by induction on i. When i=O, if y =x + ndi for any n 20, then 
~1; = vg + d$n and qi = qg and, therefore, by Lemma 2.2(ii), cf = 0’; + m;n and qf = q;. 
Suppose the lemma holds for i. We show it also holds for i+ 1. Let oJ>s 
for O<j<i+l, and let y=x+nn~~~d~=x+(nd,l’,,)nj=,dJ for some n20. By 
induction hypothesis, cf+ 1 = cF+ 1 +(ndi*, 1) n$=,, mJ=“~+I+(nnj=omj”)d,“,,, and 
qf+ 1 = qf+ 1. Hence, l’f+ 1 > cf+ I > s, and by Lemma 2.2(ii), c,‘+ z= m:+ 1 (L(z$+ 1 - hf+ 1 )/ 
d,?;,,J+n~~=omj*)+ti*,,=o~+‘,,+(n~~=,mJ)mix,1=v,“,z+n~~f~mf, and q:+2=qf+2. 
0 
3. Main result 
We are now ready to show the main result of this note. Below we show that 
membership in the set PRIME={p: p is prime) cannot be decided with a two-counter 
machine. We need to use the following famous theorem in number theory (see [3,6]). 
Theorem 3.1 (Dirichlet). J~Q > 0 and (a, b) = 1, then there is a prime ofthrform an + b fir 
some n > 0. 
Theorem 3.2. PRIME$TV. 
Proof. Suppose there is a two-counter machine P having s states that decides member- 
ship in PRIME. Then for any prime p > s, there must be some i < k such that $< s, where 
k is the number of phases in the computation of P on p. Otherwise, let D = nrEO d/’ and 
M=flTzornf. By Lemma 2.3, since L$>S for O<j<k, if y=p+nD for any n>O, then 
u,f+l=$+l+nM and qg+I=qkp+l. In other words, the computation of P on y=p+ nD 
also has k phases since qH+ 1 = qj’+ 1 is an accepting state and, therefore, P accepts p + nD 
for any n 30. In particular, P accepts p + Dp, which is not prime, a contradiction. 
Let p and Y be distinct primes larger than s such that at phase i + 1, vi”+ 1first becomes 
smaller or equal to s: at phase j + 1, us+, first becomes smaller or equal to s; 
P uj+i =Uj+, and qrP+l=qj+l. (1) 
Such a pair of primes must exist in the first .s2 + 1 primes larger than s. In what follows, 
let Dl=nizod[, M,=fliEom,P, D2=njk=,,dL, M2=n{=om;, and M the least 
common multiple of Ml and M2. By Lemma 2.3, since z$‘>s for 0~ k< i, if 
p’=p+n,n~=od{=p+nlD, for any n,>O, then 
Similarly, since t$ > s for 0 < k <j, if r’ = r + n2 ni = o d; = r + n2 D2 for any n2 30, then 
i;‘,~=~~:,~+i*2~~~,n~=~~+I+112M2, and q5+1=q&1. (3) 
In particular, let 11, = npM/M, and n2 = npM/M2 for any n 30. Then from (l)-(3), we 
have vi”; 1 = z$‘+ 1= cF+ 1 + npM, and 4:; 1 = q$ 1. In words, the computation of P on p’ 
starting at phase i+ 1 and the computation of P on r’ starting at phasej+ 1 coincide and, 
hence, P accepts p’ iff P accepts r’ for any n > 0. But p divides p’ no matter what the value 
of n is; so, P rejects p’ and r’ for any n 20. However, by Lemma 2.2, D2, Ml, M2, and 
M have only factors less than or equal to s and, therefore, p(M/M2)D2 and rare relatively 
prime, since p and r are primes larger than s. By Theorem 3.1, there is some value of n such 
that r’= r + n2 D2 = r + np(M/M2)D2 is prime. This shows that P cannot correctly decide 
membership in PRIME for every input. 0 
The technique used in Theorem 3.2 can be extended to show other sets not to be in TV. 
For example, define L,= (n“: n30) for any integer e32. We show that L, cannot be 
accepted by a two-variable simple program for any e 3 2. 
Theorem 3.3. L&TV for any e 3 2. 
Proof. Fix an integer e 3 2 and suppose there is a two-counter machine P having s states 
that decides membership in L,. Then for any prime p>s, there must be some i< k such 
that v,?‘<s, where k is the number of phases in the computation of P on pe, or else for 
every n 30, P accepts pe+ n nizo dj”‘. But for some no > 0, p’+ no nrEo d,!” is prime; so, 
P accepts an input that is not an eth power, a contradiction. 
Let p and r be distinct primes larger than s such that at phase i+ 1, LJ~; 1 first becomes 
smaller or equal to s; at phase j+ I, ~$1  first becomes smaller or equal to s; v:l 1 = vJ; I 
and 4:: 1 = 4;; 1. Such a pair of primes must exist in the first sz + 1 primes larger than s. In 
what follows, let D1 =n:=odl’, Ml =fl:=om,Pe, D2=flicodle, M2=n{=om;e, M=the 
least common multiple of M, and M2, K, = D1 M/Ml, and K2 = D2 MIM2. 
As in Theorem 3.2, P accepts pc+ nK, 8 P accepts rP+nK2 for any n 20. 
In particular, P accepts pe+(CkfEl (~)pE-knkKf-‘)K1 =(p+nK1)’ iff P accepts 
re+(x;=l (;)pemknkKf-’ )K2 for any n>O. Now if there are some u and b such that 
r’+(C;= 1 (3~ e-knkKf-1)K2=(a+bn)e for every n 20, then since the coefficients of the 
no and np- ’ terms must be identical on both sides, a =r and pK;-‘K, =rb’-I. But by 
Lemma 2.2, K, and K2 have only factors less than or equal to s; so, r does not divide the 
left-hand side of the second equation. Therefore, there is some noa0 such that 
r’=r’+(~:=l (k’)p’-kn~Kf-‘)K2 is not an eth power, and P accepts r’. This shows that 
P cannot correctly decide membership in L, for every input. Cl 
It is interesting to contrast Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 against the fact that the set {2p: p is 
prime} as well as the sets (2”‘: n 20) for any fixed e 22 can be recognized with 
a two-counter machine. 
Below we state and prove a criterion for functions that cannot be computed by 
a two-variable simple program. A slightly different form of this criterion has been derived 
previously in [l]. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let ,f he a total function with infinite range and such that the relation 
.f (a+ bn)=f (a)+cn ftir all n 30 does not hold jbr anJ> triple (a, b, c). Then f cannot he 
computed by any two-counter machine. 
Proof. Suppose that there is a two-counter machine P having s states that computes such 
ant Sincef is total, the computation of P on any x has a finite number of phases, say k. 
We claim that for any x > s, the computation of P on x must involve a phase i < k where 
L$<s. Otherwise, let D=rI~=,dJ~ and M =n:=,,m;. By Lemma 2.3, since t$>s for 
0~ j<k, if y=.u+nD for any n>O, then ~1’ k+l=$+l+nM and qky+l=q;+l. In other 
words, the computation of P on y = x + nD also has k phases since ql+ 1 = q:+ 1 is a halting 
state, and f (x + nD) = I$+, = L$+ 1 + nM =,f (x) + nM holds for all n > 0. This contradicts 
the second assumption 0n.f: 
So, for x > s, the computation of P on x must involve a phase i where a: < s. Since P is 
deterministic, there are at most s(s + 1) distinct values forf (x) when x > s. This contradicts 
the assumption that f has infinite range. 
Hence, there is no two-counter machine M to computef: il 
It is clear from Theorem 3.4 that a large class of functions cannot be computed by 
two-counter machines and, hence, two-variable programs. The nonlinear polynomial, 
exponential, logarithmic, and factorial functions readily satisfy the criterion. Let p,, denote 
the nth prime and define the function P to be P(n)=p,. Then P also satisfies the criterion, 
or else for some 0, b, and c, P(a+ bn)=P(a)+cn for all n. In particular, 
P(u+ bP(a))= P(u)+ cP(a), which is not a prime, a contradiction. So, P cannot be 
computed by a two-variable simple program. 
4. Conclusion 
We have shown that there are recursive sets that cannot be recognized by simple 
programs with only two variables. Does this result hold if we generalize simple programs 
(i.e. two-counter machines with no input tape) to allow nondeterministic states? We 
believe that the answer is yes, although we do not have a proof at this time. However, if we 
generalize simple programs to allow nondeterministic and universal states (i.e. alterna- 
tion), then the corresponding answer is no, because it can be shown that alternating 
simple programs with only two variables recognize all recursively enumerabe sets. The 
proof uses [S, Lemma 43, which presents an alternating two-counter machine that 
computes the exponential function; the claim then follows from the fact that two-counter 
machines can recognize j2”: SES ) , where S is any recursively enumerable set. 
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